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1 Introduction
In the Citadelle, Antoine de Saint-Exupery wrote: “As for the future, your task is not to foresee
it, but to enable it”. Nevertheless, in bioinformatics and computational biology, the speed at
which new technologies appear makes it necessary, in order to enable the future, to try and
foresee it and to be prepared to face the new data challenges in a timely fashion.

This is not an easy task, and it is almost impossible to predict what waits for us around the
corner. However, there is no doubt that a combination of different data and expertise will be
instrumental and effective for inferring interesting and useful properties of biological systems,
both at the general level and specifically directed towards important biomedical problems. The
availability of more and more diverse biological datasets and the increased attention of the bi-
ological and medical communities to computational analysis tools have led to an explosion in
methods and data bases in the last decade or so. This “pilot” worldwide phase of computa-
tional biology, which I believe is coming to an end, has been based so far on the availability
of, essentially, one single genome for each of a limited number of species and on not com-
pletely adequate methodologies for integrating data, essentially due to the intrinsic difficulty of
obtaining large scale reliable datasets for expression levels and molecular interactions and to
the limited reproducibility of experimental results obtained on different systems with different
techniques. But this is rapidly changing and it is importantto be prepared for the coming phase
of the post-genomic era. In the very near future data on humanand pathogen variations will
accumulate very rapidly and experimental techniques will improve in terms of reliability and
coverage. We have to be ready to face the challenges taking advantage of all the data as soon as
they are available, because only by extracting the information in real time we can drive the next
generation of experiments and technical developments.

It is essential to keep in mind that in computational biologythe availability of more data does
not only affect quantity, but also quality. Any new information can be linked and correlated to all
the others, adding value and biological insight to it. Similarly, the access to more computational
resources does not simply imply that the same things can be done faster, but that intractable
problems can suddenly come within our reach. The dimension and scope of the post-genomic
data are such that it is becoming more and more essential to join efforts at the worldwide level
and to use multidisciplinary approaches. This is also apparent by the continuous emergence
of consortia for handling some of the formidable challengesthat lay ahead of us (Kidd, et al.
(2008); McKusick (2007)).

These worldwide efforts aimed at understanding a biological organism can be mapped to
an engineering project where we need to have the parts list ofthe system, understand their
tolerance thresholds, find the assembly instruction and, finally, simulate its behaviour. Within
the same analogy, I would like to stress that it is of paramount importance to have sufficient
resources to scale up the project from a “prototype” to a “production” phase as early as possible
in the process because this can reveal unexpected difficulties and/or opportunities that need to
be recognized and addressed.
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2 The parts list
After ten years of efforts, the number of genes in the human genome has not yet been established
(Eckhardt, et al. (2004)). In the mean time, the picture has become more and more complex as
we proceed. The role of epigenetics and of short and long non-coding RNAs is revealing to be
more and more important, and one expects more new regulatorymechanisms to be discovered.
Determining the identity and function of all of the sequenceelements in human DNA is a
daunting challenge; even in relatively simple organisms, using the available data to reconstruct
the network of logical and physical interactions among their elements is far from being a solved
problem.

Because of historical reasons, genomics and proteomics research have been rather separate
and the results of the first have mainly been regarded as useful ingredients to pursue the second.
It is time to challenge this view. The availability of more mature methods for protein structure
analysis and prediction and the improved speed of the computational resources make it feasible
now to analyse at the structural level not only the clearly identified molecules identified in a
genome, but also all the putative ones and use the results to assess the likelihood that they code
for a phenotype. So far gene finding methods have relied on sequence-based methods, but the
time is ripe and the computational resources sufficiently fast to allow the structural aspects of
the putative products to be included in gene identification methods.

3 The tolerance threshold: Evaluating the effect of evolution and muta-
tions on protein structure and function

Many studies aimed at correlating variations in the genes and the insurgences of diseases are
ongoing (Kidd, et al. (2008); McKusick (2007)) and the humanvariation data are accumulating
at an unprecedented speed (it is expected that a human genomewill be sequenced in a matter
of hours in the very near future). In both cases, one key problem is to analyse the observed
variations/mutations in order to distinguish between neutral and pathological ones. A mutation
can be causative of pathology for a number of reasons, some are trivial to detect, for example
when the mutation is located in an essential part of the products known to be responsible for its
function. Most of these mutations are too deleterious for permitting survival and therefore are
not observed and it is likely that the majority of those not falling in this latter category have been
already discovered. Other, more difficult to detect, effects can be due to destabilization of the
protein, to the formation or disruption of an intermolecular complex, or to an impaired ability
of the product to reach its final active three-dimensional conformation for thermodynamics
or kinetics reasons. It is also the case that a mutation in onegene is deleterious only when
combined with mutations in other genes even if there is not direct interaction between them.

At present, there is no method able to reliably distinguish between neutral and deleterious
mutations with high accuracy at the molecular level. As dataon single genomes of patients
and healthy individuals accumulate, more powerful statistical methods are needed to use the
information effectively.

4 The assembly instructions: Exploiting the analysis for validating inter-
action and expression data

Protein-protein and protein-nucleic acids interactions are at the basis of most cellular processes
and crucial for many bio-technological applications. During the last few years the development
of high-throughput technologies has produced several large-scale protein-interaction data sets
for various organisms (Stelzl and Wanker (2006)), while Next Generation Sequencing Tech-
niques such as ChipSeq experiments (Park (2009)) are leading to very long lists of putative
protein-nucleic acids interactions. It is important to develop tools for dissecting their content
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and analyse the information they encode using data-integration and computational methods.
Interactions can be mediated by the presence of specific features, such as motifs, surface

patches and domains. The co-occurrence of these features inproteins interacting with the same
protein, for example, are indicative of mutually exclusiveinteractions and, therefore, can be
used for inferring the involvement of the proteins in commonbiological processes. Similarly,
the analysis of the nucleic acids sequences where a given macromolecule binds can allow the
identification of patterns leading to the discovery of novelputative binding sites, provided the
statistical significance of the matches can be accurately evaluated.

5 The simulation of the system
Systems biology, defined here as the simulation of the behaviour of biochemical pathways, cell
compartments, whole cells or whole organs is still at its infancy, but it is important to pursue
its goals, even with limited and incomplete data. Data completeness will probably never be
achieved in biology, and it is essentially impossible to control all external factors that can influ-
ence the behaviour of biological systems because they are highly complex systems. Neverthe-
less, approximate approaches, where for example each molecule is treated as a non-structured
entity and only its concentration and known interaction partners are used in the simulation, have
already revealed their power in revealing interesting properties of the system under study.

So far most attempts have relied on very crude and approximate representations of the key
players, such as proteins and small metabolites, partly because of the prohibitive computational
time required for describing the system and the interactions at a more detailed atomic level,
partly because structural information is not available fora sizeable number of the involved
molecules.

The question is whether a hybrid approach, where only some ofthe molecules or parts of
the system are modelled with medium-high accuracy, is feasible. The main problems with such
an approach are the computational resources needed and the treatment of the “boundary condi-
tions”. In other words, treating the interaction between molecules defined at the molecular level
is very time consuming, and it is unclear how to handle the case where a molecule described
at the atomic level interacts with an entity for which no information apart for its existence and
maybe concentration is available.

6 Conclusions
In conclusion, the future of biology is a very convenient place to be for computational scientists
and statisticians interested in contributing to the most challenging (and complex) project ever
undertaken by science, that of understanding ourselves, our past, our future, our behaviour and
our health.

This unprecedented challenge requires open minded, bold and creative actors who will not be
afraid to enter into new areas and to collaborate with their fellow scientists, develop a common
language and share their knowledge and intellectual resources.
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